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CASE STUDY

Ensuring company-wide understanding and 
cooperation to effectively operate forecasting, 
rules-based, and dynamic pricing engines 

http://simon-kucher.com


Estimated revenue uplift of RMB 75 million, 
and increased ROS by 2.5 percent

Ensuring company-wide 
understanding and cooperation 
for a global chemical commodity company, specializing in silicon 
compounds to effectively operate forecasting, rules-based, and 
dynamic pricing engines 

Approach
 � Reviewed the value chain to identify a long list of price drivers to test in the model 
 � Built three engines that were intertwined: Forecasting, Rules, and Dynamic
 � Conducted thorough knowledge transfer and training to client team via workshops and training sessions
 � Developed PowerBI-based dashboard to all three engines to visualize results and suggestions to the team

Challenges
 � Complicated value chain for silicon 

compounds, despite silicon metal being a key 
price driver

 � Gut-based pricing with few set of drivers 
considered, and limited internal capabilities

Objectives
 � Streamline value chain, pricing, and price 

setting to capture more value

 � Maximize internal operational efficiency, to 
ensure successful change management

Deliverables

Handover Workshops
For each engine that we created, we delivered tools to support their 
running, maintaining, and updating:

 � PowerBI dashboard to visualize forecasted and suggested prices
 � Excel based raw data template for inputs of the three engines
 � How to guide documents & videos. Conducted thorough 

knowledge transfer and training to client team via workshops 
and training sessions
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